
Petals Around the Rose 
 
This game uses patterns found in dice to determine a number once the dice are rolled. I usually 
use between four or five dice, but if the kids cannot figure out the pattern, I will take away one 
dice to see if that will help to make it easier for them.  
 
The game is called petals around the rose because it is based on the physical appearance of 
each of the numbers on the side of a die. When you look at a side of a die if it has a dot in the 
center that is the “rose”. Any dots that surround the rose are “petals” and count towards the 
total number of petals around the rose. If a side on the die has surrounding petals, but no 
central rose, the petals do not count since they are not around a rose.   
 
Here is an example of each side of a die and the number of petals it corresponds to.  

 
This side has a 
central “rose” but 
no “petals” 
 
Totals PATR: 0 

This side has no 
“rose” but two 
petals” 
 
Total PATR: 0 

This side has a 
“rose” and two 
“petals” 
 
Total PATR: 2 

This side has no 
“rose” but four 
“petals” 
 
Total PATR: 0 

This side has a 
“rose” and four 
“petals” 
 
Total PATR: 4 

This side has no 
“rose” and six 
“petals” 
 
Total PATR: 0 

PATR= petals around the rose 
 
When you roll a set of dice, add the total petals around the roses for the top side of each die. 
Ask your child how many petals you have around your rose. Have your child make a guess as to 
what the answer is. If they get the answer incorrect, tell them what the answer is and then roll 
the dice again, so that they can have another chance to guess.  
 
If they cannot figure out the pattern, take away one of the dice every round so there are fewer 
every time you roll. If your child begins to guess the answers correctly multiple times in a row, 
ask them if they know why that is the answer. If their explanation is not correct, you can tell 
them they have the answer right, but for a different reason than the one in the game, and 
that’s OKAY. Noticing patterns is good mental exercise for kids of all ages.  
 
Please note: The only hint you should give them is that the game is called petals around 
the rose. Once you understand the pattern the name of the game makes perfect sense.  
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